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Abstract—Testing conceptually consists of three activities:
test case generation, test case execution and verdict assignment.
Using online testing, test cases are generated and simultane-
ously executed. This paper presents a framework that auto-
matically generates and executes tests “online” for conformance
testing of the Web service composition described in BPEL. The
proposed framework considers unit testing and it is based on
a timed modeling of BPEL specification, a distributed testing
architecture and an online testing algorithm that generates,
executes and assigns verdicts to every generated state in the
test case.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conformance testing is a commonly used activity to

improve the system reliability. It is a very time-consuming

process that requires a great deal of expert knowledge of

the systems being tested. The use of formal specifications

provides a support for automating this process.

The ways to test a system can be classified into two

basic groups. The most natural way, namely the active

testing approach, consists of carrying out the test derivation

from specifications. Test cases are then executed against

the system under test and verdicts are assigned. Another

possibility is the passive testing approach. The absence of

observations allows only the validation of traces, and thus

this approach checks that a trace of an implementation is a

valid execution of the specification.

Web services testing is a kind of black-box testing where

test cases are designed based on the interface specification

of the Web services under test, not on its implementation. In

this case, the internal logic does not need to be known at all,

whether it’s coded in Java, C# or BPEL. On the contrary,

business process unit (a Web services composition) testing

can be classified in two kinds:

• White-box approach. As BPEL is an executable lan-

guage, the BPEL description of Web services compo-

sition is considered as the source code of the compo-

sition. It can be executed by any BPEL engine (Active

BPEL, Oracle...). Test cases are then designed based

on the internal logic of the service under test.

• Gray box approach (we call gray-box to difference with

black-box testing of Web services because we know

that are the interaction between a service under test and

its partners). In this approach, a composite Web service

can be coded in a different language from the spec-

ification, for instance, a BPEL specification is coded

as a Java program (even BPEL). An implementation

of the composite Web service is then tested without

any information of its internal structure. Test cases are

then generated only from the specification (WSDL and

BPEL).

Testing conceptually consists of three activities: test case

generation, test case execution and verdict assignment. Us-

ing online testing, test cases are generated and simultane-

ously executed [22]. In this paper, we focus on model-

based unit testing [2] of Web services composition given

by BPEL specifications. We consider conformance testing

using the gray-box approach . We present a framework

that automatically generates and executes tests “online” for

Web service composition described in BPEL. In order to

model the BPEL behaviors, the timing constraints, and data

variables, the BPEL specification is transformed into the

Timed Extended Finite State Machines (TEFSM) model.

This formalism is closely related to timed automata [18]

and permits to carry out timing constraints, clocks, state

invariants on clocks and data variables for BPEL message.

From this model, we propose an online testing algorithm

to automatically generate test cases and simultaneously

execute them to issue verdicts based on distributed testing

architecture that is also proposed in this framework.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II

reviews some previous works on Web services composition

testing. In section III, we give the definition of TEFSM

that is used to model BPEL process, and some related

notations. Section IV describes the relationship between

BPEL concepts and TEFSM. Section V presents a frame-

work that includes a timed modeling of BPEL specification,

a test architecture, and an online testing algorithm. Finally,



section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

In the last years, several techniques and tools have been

developed to test Web services. Various approaches for

service composition testing were analyzed by [2] including

unit testing, integration testing, black-box testing and white-

box testing of choreographies and orchestrations.

• Testing BPEL descriptions. Jose Garcia-Fanjul et

al [6] use the SPIN model checker to generate test

cases specification for compositions given in BPEL. In

order to systematically derive test suites, the transition

coverage criterion is considered. Yongyan Zheng and

Paul Krause [7, 9] model each BPEL activity by an

automaton (also referred as Web Service Automaton).

These automata are then transformed into Promela, the

input format of the SPIN model checker. [10] use one

more time the SPIN model checker to verify BPEL

specification. However, the authors do not transform

BPEL directly into Promela as in [6]. BPEL will be

translated to guard conditions which are transformed

to Promela. In all of these methods, test cases are

generated from counterexamples given by the SPIN

model checker. Transforming BPEL into Intermediate

Format Language (IF) is presented in [14] and [15].

Timed test cases are generated using TestGen-IF tool

[28]. [26, 27] present also a framework for white-box

testing . However, the authors do not consider automatic

test case generation [15].

• Testing WSDL descriptions. [4] present a test cases

generation approach based on WSDL descriptions. R.

Heckel and L. Mariani in [20] also present a test cases

generation approach based on the definition of rules

for each service. Some of open source tools for testing

WSDL descriptions of Web services were developed

such as soapUI [30] and TestMaker [31]. In [3], the

authors propose a framework that extends UDDI (Uni-

versal Description, Discovery and Integration) registry

role from the current one of a passive service direc-

tory, to sort of an accredited testing organism, which

validates service behaviour before actually registering

it.

Regarding online testing framework, [22, 23] present the

T-Uppaal tool for model based testing of embedded real-time

systems. T-Uppaal automatically generates and executes

tests from the state machine model of the implementation

under test (IUT) and assumes that environment specifies the

required and allowed observable (real time) behaviors of the

IUT. Finally, in [23] and [25], the authors introduce the TorX

tool which is based on a timed extention of the ioco testing

theory. These works are interested in input/output action

and timing constraints more than the messages value (data).

However, we can not use these frameworks for the web

service composition testing because they do not support the

SOAP message. Moreover, its input format (timed automata,

Promela ...) do not support data variable or its data type is

very poor. Another reason is: they can not also simulate a

partner as a web services.

III. PRELIMINARIES

BPEL specification can be described by means of formal

models such as TEFSM [13, 18] (Timed Extended Finite

State Machine). In this section, we introduce the TEFSM

model and some related definitions.

Clocks and Constraints: A clock is a variable that allows

to record the passage of time. It can be set to a certain value

and inspected at any moment to see how much time has

passed. Clocks increase at the same rate, they are ranged

over IR+, and the only assignments allowed are clock resets

of the form c:=0. For a set C of clocks, and a set V of

variables, the set of clock constraints Φ(C) is defined by the

grammar: Φ := Φ1|Φ2|Φ1 ∧ Φ2,Φ1 := c ≤ m,Φ2 := n ≤ c
where c is a clock of C, and (n, m) are two natural numbers.

P(V) is a set of linear inequalities on V. Next, a n-tuple

(c0, c1, ..., cn ) (resp. (v0, v1, ..., vm)) will be denoted by ~c
(resp. ~v).

Definition 1: (TEFSM): A TEFSM M is a tuple, M = (S,

s0, Sf , V, E ∪{τ}, C, Inv, T) where:

• S = {s0, s1, ..., sn}, is a finite set of states;

• s0 ∈ S is an initial state;

• Sf = {sf0, sf1, ..., sfm}, is a finite set of final states;

• V is a finite set of data variables, D
|V |
V is the data

variable domain of V;

• E is a finite set of the events. E is partitioned into:

– Input event of the form ?pl.op.msg: the reception

of the message (msg) for the operator (op) from

the partner (pl);

– Output event of the form !pl.op.msg: the emission

of the message (msg) for the operator (op) to the

partner (pl);

• τ is the internal event.

• C is a finite set of clocks including a global clock (never

reset);

• Inv: S 7→ Φ(C) is a mapping that assigns a time

invariant to states;

• T ⊆ S × E × P (V ) ∨ Φ(C) × 2C × µ × S is a set of

transitions where:

– P (~v)&φ(~c): are guard conditions on data variables

and clocks;

– µ(~v): Data variable update function where µ :

V 7−→ D
|V |
V ;

– X ⊆ 2C : Set of clocks to be reset;

A transition t = (s < e, [g], {f ; c} > s′) ∈ T represents

an edge from state s to state s′ on event e. g is a set of

constraints over clocks and data variables, f is a set of data



update, and c is a set of clocks to be reset.

Definition 2: (Partial of TEFSM): Let M be a TEFSM.

The partial machine of M is defined by PM = (S, sin, Sout,

V, E, C, Inv, T) where: (S, sin, V, E, C, Inv, T) is a TEFSM

and Sout ⊂ S.

A partial of TEFSM is a TEFSM extended by input

state sin (representing the entering state of the partial

machine and which replaces the initial state s0) and a set of

output states, Sout (representing the exit state of the partial

machine).

IV. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BPEL CONCEPTS AND

TEFSM

BPEL [1] provides constructs to describe complex busi-

ness processes that can interact synchronously or asyn-

chronously with their partners. A BPEL process always

starts with the process element (i.e the root of the BPEL

document). It is composed of the following children: part-

nerLinks, variables, activities and the optional children:

faultHandlers, eventHandlers, correlationSets. These chil-

dren are concurrent. In our framework, we only model the

activities of a BPEL process because we are only interested

in the input/output messages and the conditions specification

of input variables. An internal fault will be assigned a fail

verdict. We use a stop variable for activities machine to

terminate (assign to true) the rest activities if the termination

is activated by an exit activity or the throw activity. The

scope activity will be modeled as a process.

A. Messages

A BPEL variable is always connected to a message from a

WSDL description of partners. In BPEL, a Web service that

is involved in the process is always modeled as a porType

(i.e. abstract group of operations (noted op) supported by

a service). These operations are executed via a partnerlink

(noted by pl). In our formalism, for instance, the input

message ?pl.op.v denotes the reception of the message op(v)

(constructed from the operation op and the BPEL variable

v) via the channel pl.

B. Basic activities

A basic activity can be one of the following: receive, reply,

invoke, assign, wait, empty, exit, throw. Each basic activity

is described by a partial machine ( denotes the event of

transition belong to {τ}).

Receive Activity: <receive partnerLink=pl portType=pt op-

eration=op variable=msg>
PM = ({sin, sout}, sin , {sout}, {v, stop}, {?pl.op.msg},

{c}, {(sin, true), (sout, true)}, {t1})

• t1=(sin,<?pl.op.msg,[stop=false],{c,v=msg}>,sout)

Reply Activity: <reply partnerLink=pl portType=pt opera-

tion=op variable=msg>

PM = ({sin, sout}, sin , {sout}, {stop}, {!pl.op.msg},

{c}, {(sin, true), (sout, true)}, {t1})

• t1=(sin,<!pl.op.msg,[stop=false],{c}>,sout)

Assign Activity: <assign> <from> v2 </from> <to> v1

</to> ... </assign>
PM = ({sin, sout}, sin , {sout}, {v1,v2,...,vn,stop}, ∅, {c},

{(sin, true), (sout, true)}, {t1})

• t1=(sin,< ,[stop=false],{c, v1=v2,...}>,sout)

Wait Activity: <wait (for=d | until=dl)>.

• <wait for=d>: PM = ({sin, sout}, sin , {sout}, {stop},

∅, {c}, {(sin,c≤d),(sout, true)}, {t1})

– t1=(sin,< ,[c=d & stop=false],{c} >,sout)

• <wait until=dl>: PM = ({sin, sout},sin , {sout},

{stop}, ∅, {gc}, {(sin,gc≤dl), (sout, true)}, {t1})

– t1=(sin,< ,[gc=dl & stop=false],∅ >,sout)

Throw Activity: <throw faultName=fault/>
PM = ({sin, sout}, sin, {sout}, {stop}, ∅, ∅, {(sin, true),

(sout, true)}, {t1})

• t1=(sin,<!fault,[],{stop=true}>,sout)

Exit Activity: <exit/>
PM = ({sin, sout}, sin , {sout}, {stop}, ∅, ∅, {(sin, true),

(sout, true)}, {t1})

• t1=(sin,< ,[],{stop=true}>,sout)

Invoke Activity: <invoke partnerLink=pl portType=pt oper-

ation=op inputVariable=msg in outputVariable=msg out>
PM = ({sin, s1, sout}, sin , {sout}, {v in, v out,

stop}, {!pl.op.msg in, ?pl.op.msg out}, {c}, {(sin, true),
(s1, true) (sout, true)}, {t1, t2})

• t1=(sin,<!pl.op.msg in,[stop=false],{c}>,s1)

• t2=(s1,<?pl.op.msg out,[stop=false],{c,

v out=msg out}>,sout)

Empty Activity: <empty/>
PM = ({sin, sout}, sin , {sout}, {stop}, ∅, {c},

{(sin, true), (sout, true)}, {t1})

• t1=(sin,< ,[stop=false],{c}>,sout)

C. Structured activities

Structural activities are the sequence, while, switch, flow,

pick, repeatUntil, if and scope. They take some partial

machines PMi,i∈[0,n] and combine them to have a new

partial machine. The partial machines (set of states and

transitions) of structural activities (sequence, while, switch

and pick) are shown in Fig 1. The set of variables, events,

clocks are:

V = {v0, .., vm} ∪ V0 ∪ ... ∪ Vn,

E = {e0, .., el} ∪ E0 ∪ ... ∪ En,

C = C0 ∪ ... ∪ Cn

In our framework, the repeatUntil activity will be modeled

as a while activity. The conditional behavior if will be



Figure 1. Modeling structural activities

also modeled as a switch activity, and the eventHandler

activity will be model as a pick activity. The flow activity

allows describing one or more concurrent activities [1]. It

specifies the parallel execution of flow corresponding to

partial TEFSMs. The partial machine of a flow finishes

when all of its sub-partial machine finish. So when a sub-

partial machine finishes, it changes into a temporary state

to wait the rest of sub-partial machine finish before moving

into sout. We choice this temporary state is sin of flow’s

partial machine. This is easy to check the output actions

of a flow activity from service under test and carry out

its by a sequence because the test framework can work as

a sequence upon time order while it receives the parallel

requests. We use a boolean variable for each sub-partial

machine to examine the termination of each machine. The

initial value of these variables is false. The links defined in

the flow activity allow to enforce precedence between these

activities, i.e. it allow synchronization. We add a transition

to enforce precedence between these partial machines. The

partial machine of a flow activity and link variables are

shown in Fig 2.

Figure 2. Modeling Flow activity and Link variables

D. Limitations

Our framework has the following limitations: The at-

tributes joinCondition, supressJoinFailure of the flow activ-

ity are not treated. An activity with correlation property will

be modeled by adding a variable status of properties as in

[14]. In many case, may be we do not use the correlation

property because we test only single session.

V. ONLINE TESTING FRAMEWORK

A. Conformance Relation

In order to capture the notion of conformance between

implementations under test (IUT) of a Web service and its

specification, we will use a conformance relation. Before

doing this, we need some additional notations:

• The action transition (discrete transition), denoted by

s
a
→ s′ such that s

a[g]{u}
−→ s′ ∈ T , indicates that

if the guard (on variables and clocks) g is true, then

the automaton fires the transition by executing the

input/output action a, changing the current values of the

data variables by executing all assignments, changing



the current values of the clocks and timers by executing

all time setting/resetting, updating the buffers contents

of the system by consuming the first signal required by

input actions and by appending all signals required by

output actions, where u is a set of update functions,

and moving into the next state s′.
• The timestamps transition (timing transition), denoted

by s
c=d
→ s′ where c is a local clock (or s

gc=dl
→ s′

where gc is a global clock), indicates that TEFSM will

move to state s′ when local clock c reaches a time

duration d (or global clock gc reaches a deadline (dl)),

for example, the transition of the wait activity.

For a ∈ E, we write s
a
→, iff ∃s′ ∈ S such that s

a
→ s′.

We write s
a1,...,an

−→ s′ iff ∃s1, s2, ..., sn−1 ∈ S such that

s
a1→ s1

a2→ s2...sn−1
an→ s′. We write s

a
⇒, iff ∃s′, s′′, s′′′ ∈

S such that s
τ,...,τ
−→ s′′

a
→ s′′′

τ,...,τ
−→ s′. We define Γ = (E ×

IR+) as the set of observable actions (actions and delays) and

Γτ = (Eτ × IR+) as the set of observable actions including

internal actions (i.e. Eτ = E ∪{τ}). A timed sequence σ ∈
Seq(Γ) is composed of actions a and non-negative reals d

such that: s
(a,d)
→ s′⊕d, where d is a timing delay. Let Γ′ ⊆ Γ

and σ ∈ Seq(Γ) be a timed sequence. πΓ′(σ) denotes the

projection of σ to Γ′ obtained by deleting from σ all actions

not present in Γ′. The observable timed traces of an IUT is

defined by: Trace(IUT ) = {πΓ(σ)|σ ∈ Seq(Γτ ) ∧ s0
σ
⇒}.

Definition 3: (Conformance Relation): An implementa-

tion of Web services under test (denotes IUTI ) is conform

to its specification (denotes IUTS) ⇐⇒ ∀Trace(IUTI),
∃Trace(IUTS) such that Trace(IUTI) ⊆ Trace(IUTS).

An implementation of Web services under test is conform

to its specification, Iff for each timed trace that are generated

by the implementation, we must find a least of timed trace

belong to its specification.

B. Test architecture

Usually, to perform unit testing of a composite Web

service, it is necessary to simulate its partners. This is due

to following reasons [27]:

1) In unit testing phase, some of the dependent partner

services are still under development.

2) Some partner services are developed and governed by

other enterprises. Sometimes it is impossible to obtain

the partner services’ source code and related modules,

and set up the running environment for the testing.

3) Even we have had some partner services ready for use,

simulated ones are sometimes still preferred because

they could generate more interaction scenarios with

less effort.

4) Another case, we cannot test directly some partner

services that are ready for use because it generates

the data perturbation.

It is straightforward to derive a test architecture that de-

scribes the test environment consisting of simulated services.

A Web service under test (SUT) and its partners (including

also client) communicate by exchanging input and output

messages. When the SUT is being tested, the tester plays

the role of the environment (i.e. its partner services).

In our work, we consider the tester as a Web service

because the partners of SUT are also Web services. A Web

service tester contains one controller component and a set of

test execution components that represent the partner services

of SUT. The controller will generate test cases (sequences

of input/output message and timing delays) and send/receive

input output message to/from each test execution component.

Each test execution component may receive a message from

the controller and sends it to SUT, or receives a message

from SUT and forward it to the controller. The controller

analyses the result and assigns a verdict to the test case

execution. We assume here that SUT has N partner services

and one client. The test architecture is shown in figure 3.

Figure 3. The test architecture

C. Online testing algorithm

In offline testing, test cases are generated from the model

where the complete test scenarios and verdicts are com-

puted before execution. In contrast, online testing [22–25]

combines test generation and execution: only a single test

primitive is generated from the specification at a time, and

executed on the SUT. An observed test run is a timed

trace consisting of an alternating sequence of input/output

messages and timing delays.

The tester can perform two basic actions: either send an

input to the SUT, or wait for an output for a duration d. If

the tester observes an output at time d′ ≤ d, then it checks

whether this is legal according to the specification. If not,

a timeout fault will be raised as a fail verdict. In the case

of flow activity, may be have many output for a duration d.

So that, we use a queue (Q) to save all of output. The tester

will wait an output by checking this queue either empty. The

variable values will be updated by the data from input/output

message. Note that, in a given state, the guard condition of a

transition has one of three values: true, false or undefined
when the variables values on guard are undefined. If the



invariant of the state s is c ≤ m (c is a local clock),

then the value of the function invariant(s) will be m (i.e.

invariant(s) = m). The online testing algorithm for Web

services composition is shown in the figures 4 and 5. This

algorithm will generate a fault verdict if exists an output

or delay that are not belong to any observable timed traces

of its specification (i.e. ∃Trace(IUT I),∀Trace(IUT S)
such that Trace(IUT I) /∈ Trace(IUT S)).

Procedure getNextAction(State s) // list of transitions

BEGIN

result := ∅; // transitions list

queue := {t ∈ T |t.src = s ∧ t.guard! = false};

WHILE queue 6= ∅ DO

trans := queue.pop()
T := T \ {trans};
IF trans is an input output transition or a

timestamps transition THEN

result.add(trans);
ELSE

temp := {t ∈ T |t.src = trans.target
∧t.guard! = false};

queue.add(temp);
OD

return rerult;
END

Figure 5. Test generation and execution (part 2/2)

D. Testing framework design

In this section, we present an example of the framework

implementation design. We have implemented our frame-

work on a local machine (i.e. the test execution components

and the controller component are installed on the same

machine). The architecture is shown in Fig 6. The framework

consists of six main elements:

1) compiler: loads and compiles input format (TEFSM);

2) analyzer: analyze the WSDLs to extract informations

of partner services about: operator, port, synchronous,

asynchronous etc;

3) test execution that sends and receives the SOAP mes-

sages to/from the SUT;

4) data generation from the WSDLs and XML Schema;

5) data update function API; and

6) the controller managing the test execution components

and the data generation.

In our framework, we use the TEFSM as an in-

put specification. Hence, we develop a prototype (called

BPEL2TEFSM) using rules of section IV to transform the

BPEL description into a TEFSM specification.

Figure 6. Online testing framework architecture

1) Test execution component: Each test execution compo-

nent represents a partner service (i.e. simulating partner ser-

vice). However, we do not know its internal structure, so, we

will generate automatically its output messages (of partner

services) based on the message type of WSDL specification.

Constraints on variable will be applied on these output

messages to satisfy a test case selection. In our framework,

the role of each test case execution is very simple. Each test

execution component receives the SOAP message from the

controller and sends it to SUT by setting SOAP message

into the queue Q, and it receives a SOAP message from

SUT and forward it to the controller. All of test execution

components have the same role, but we created one test

execution component for each partner service because it has

a different address. These test execution components are

created by the controller based on the partner link number

of BPEL specification.

2) Data generation: We use the Bai et al [4] method,

based on XML Schema data type, to generate test data with

constraints on input variables from tester. Typically the data

constraints only cover a part of the required data. The rest

can be derived automatically or by patterns using random

data generation tools. This component will be controlled by

the controller within the generate data() function of figure

4.

3) Controller: The controller implements the online test-

ing algorithm of figures 4 and 5. As the tester is a web

service (asynchronous), we need a WSDL specification

for the tester. In this WSDL specification, we define two

functions:

1) start(TEFSM M, int N, int tmax) to receive a

test request from the client with three parameters: a

TEFSM M , test execution number N , and network

timeout, tmax, for synchronous action;

2) finished() to return the result that is a list of test

case and its verdict;



Online Testing Algorithm

Input: - M = (S, so, Sf , V, E, C, Inv, T ) //specification of the SUT

- Test execution number : N .

- Time to wait for an output message from the SUT: tmax; //network timeout

Output: Timed test cases suite and its corresponding verdicts.

BEGIN

state := s0; //current state

counter := 0;

tcList := ∅; // a test case list

tc := ∅; // a test case

Q := ∅; // a queue to keep all SOAP message that are forwarded by test execution components

WHILE counter ≤ N DO

- acList := getNextAction(state); //list of transitions, see part 2

IF acList = ∅ THEN

IF tc 6= ∅ THEN //found a test case

- tcList.add(tc);
- tc.empty();

- state := s0 //restart (search a new test case)

- counter + +;
ELSE

IF itList = {acList.inputTrans() ∪ acList.timedTrans()} 6= ∅ THEN

- randomly choose t ∈ itList;
IF t ∈ acList.inputTrans() THEN

- i msg := generate data(t.action); //generate data for input message

- randomly delay n times units based on guard condition of t on clock

- send to test execution(i msg); // send an input message to SUT

- update variable(i msg); // update variables with the input message value

- tc.add(i msg, n)
ELSE // t ∈ acList.timedTrans() (i.e. timestamps transition)

- delay d times units

- tc.add(delay = d) //add delay into test case

- state := t.target // moving into new state

ELSE //waiting an output message from the SUT

- d := invariant(state) = true?tmax : invariant(state)
- sleep for d time units or wake up if Q is not empty at d′ ≤ d
IF (o msg = Q.pop()) is not null THEN

//find a transition t such that t.action = o msg from current state;

IF search(o msg, state) = true THEN

- update variable(o msg);
- state := t.target // moving into new state

- tc.add(o msg, d′)
ELSE

- exit(); //current test case is fails

ELSE

- exit(); //current test case is fails (clock constraints)

OD

END

Figure 4. Test generation and execution (part 1/2)



E. An example of online testing result

In this section, we illustrate our framework using the

Loan Web Service (fig. 7). This process receives an input

from the client. If this input is less than 10, it invokes the

synchronous Assessment Service and receives a risk result.

In the case, this risk is low, so it sends a yes response yes to

the client. Otherwise (i.e. input≥10 or risk!=low), it invokes

the asynchronous Approval Service by sending a request and

uses a BPEL pick activity for one of the following cases: (1)

to receive an asynchronous response from the partner service

and send this response to client; (2) to send a timeout fault

to client if there is not response from the partner service

after a duration (e.g. 60 seconds).

Figure 7. The Loan Web Service

The figure 8 introduces the TEFSM of the Loan Web

Service, where c is a local clock. We assume here that:

1) all types of messages are integers;

2) the value of the input messages (i.e. input msg, risk,

response) and timing delay for each input message are

randomly generated;

3) the test execution number is five (i.e. N=5).

The algorithm will finish either when there is a fault or the

test execution number reaches the limit. We have a following

timed test cases list with the format (message name (value),

timing delay) (Fig 9):

VI. CONCLUSIONS

To address the problem of Web services testing, this

paper proposes an online testing framework for Web services

composition described in BPEL. We mainly covered four

Figure 8. TEFSM of the Loan Web Service

1. (?input(8), 0) → (!invoke1 msg out(8), 2) →
(?risk(1), 2) → (!invoke2 msg out(8), 0) →
(?response(1), 30) → (!output(1), 30)

2. (?input(1), 0) → (!invoke1 msg out(1), 2)
→ (?risk(0), 2) → (!output(1), 2)

3. (?input(5), 0) → (!invoke1 msg out(5), 5)
→ (?risk(1), 6) → (!invoke2 msg out(5), 0)
→ (delay = 60) → (!output(−1), 1)

4. (?input(10), 0) → (!invoke1 msg out(10), 2)
=⇒ FAIL.

Figure 9. Test Result

topics: modeling BPEL specification by a TEFSM, a test

architecture, an online testing algorithm which generates and

executes test cases, and an example of testing framework

design. We focus on unit testing of an implementation of a

Web services composition, based on gray-box approach and

conformance testing.

These are some of limitations in our framework. Several

test cases can be not selected because the algorithm ran-

domly selects the test cases. Moreover, it is limited by the

time execution number. In the case of flow activity, if the

service invokes many actions on parallel and it valides the

timing contraints. May be these timing contraints are not



valided because our framework works (with a flow activity)

as a sequence.

In future works, we plan to work on integration testing

[2] that it is aimed at exercising the interaction among

components and not just single units. Hence, an integration

test case involves the execution of several components.
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